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Grating forming aft 
section of quarterdeck 
provides access to fuel 
tanks

Flattened-bottom swamped-stability prioritised concept
profile v iew

Note Laterally-central bilge compartment instantly drains 2.5 tonnes of water from deck into stabilising
location, for subsequent removal by bilge pumps (2 x 15.5-amp 12-volt pumps—approx. 5.3 min.)

Reduction in draft 
resulting from truncation 
of central longitudinal 
section of v-ed bottom

main and auxillary fuel 

2500-litre compartment allows 
deck-water to dump directly into 
bilge, but contained laterally. 
Watertight bilge and balwark 
spaces outboard of central 
compartment bunged and 
bilge-pumped seperately

Transom position as-built as 
5.9-metre LOA Park Ranger

Guard rails uniformly 
850 above both decks

Buoyant articulated 
full-width bow ramp
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Shaded area indicates extent of 
floodable flat-bottomed central 
under-deck body of vessel

Buoyancy of bulwarks 
forward extended to 
inboard face of seating

Bench seating for 20 POB 
built-in and buoyant, 
collared hull forms 
backrest

quarterdeck

Deck-water dumps 
directly into central 
bilge via deck gratings

Aft deck-water grating 
gravity-drains rainwater 
through transom via 
stopcocks open when 
vessel in light trim 
and unattended

Transom location 
as-built as 5.9-metre 
LOA Park Ranger

Watertight chain 
lockers port and 
starboard

main deck

Lineal bulwark, seat, and outer-hull 
buoyancy to exceed that of as-built 
under-deck sealed-hull

outboard 
well

step

victuals 
locker

60-mm kickspaces port and 
starboard drain to full-width 
gratings fore and aft

raised bow 
ramp

Section of buoyant bench seat 
opens and deploys as gangway for 
level embarkation via pontoons 
such as at Wenderholm Jetty

Flattened-bottom swamped-stability prioritised concept
plan view

Note Addresses excessive draft* and inherent instability of original design’s overly-buoyant
sealed v-bottom hull (*given original, and current, primarily estuarine operation environment) 

Effective limit of passenger seating 
as 5.9-metre LOA Park Ranger is 45% 
that of the proposed J Barry Ferguson 
extended 2.1 to 8 metres LOA

Deck-water dumps directly 
into bilge, contained laterally 
by watertight hullside/buoyant 
bulwarks outboard, separately 
bunged and bilge-pumped


